INTRODUCTION
Fernando and Grossman [3] presented a method to calculate the best linear unbiased predicted-estimates of breeding values (BLUP-EBV) using the information that DNA markers are linked to a quantitative trait locus ((aTL). Goddard [4] extended the method to the use of flanking marker information.
Although, these methods are relatively easy to use, the number of equations rapidly becomes large when there are many animals. Even with only one marked QTL, there are three equations per animal: two estimating both gametic effects at the QTL and one for the polygenic effect (the joint effect of the background genes). Every extra marked QTL increases the number of equations per animal by two. Moreover, when the flanking markers are close to the QTL, the probabilities of double cross-overs become small and the equations close to singular, and thus difficult to solve [13] . Meuwissen and Goddard [8] avoided these singularity problems by assuming a negligible probability of double recombinations within the flanking markers.
As genetic markers become more frequently used in comnrercial breeding programmes, the situation will commonly arise where only a small fraction of the animals have been genotyped. The phenotypes of non-genotyped animals may, however, be vital to the calculation of the effects of marked QTL as, for instance, in a granddaughter design where only bulls are genotyped but only cows are phenotyped. Calculation of two QTL effects for each marker for many non-genotyped animals is wasteful and may inhibit the implementation of marker assisted selection. Hoeschele [7] greatly reduced the number of equations in very general population structures, but this method is complicated and therefore difficult to apply in practice, mainly because it eliminates as many equations as possible. A more simple breeding structure such as a genotyped nucleus and non-genotyped commercial population structure can greatly simplify the elimination of equations. In some situations the organisation controlling the nucleus breeding programme may not have access to the records on commercial animals but may still need to include this information in the calculation of marker assisted EBVs (MA-EBVs) on nucleus animals. (commercial) animals; Z l is the incidence matrix of polygenic effects of nucleus animals; Z 2 is the incidence matrix of QTL effects of the nucleus animals; and Z 3 is the incidence matrix of polygenic effects of the commercial animals. Note that Z 3 is also used as the incidence matrix of the paternally and of the maternally derived QTL effects of the commercial animals, because these effects have the same incidence matrix as the polygenic effects of the commercial animals. The Z 2 matrix can differ substantially from Z l when the inheritance of QTL effects is traced from parent to offspring by the markers [8] . In order to solve the BLUP equations, we need the inverses of the (co)variance matrix of [a' a'] and of [q' q' q'], which are obtained using the methods of Quaas [10, 11! and Fernando and Grossman !3!, respectively.
In order to reduce the number of equations of the commercial animals, the 'reduced animal model' approach of Quaas and Pollak [12] was adopted. This approach was also used by Cantet and Smith [2] and Bink et al. [1] (8) and (5)] see (8bis) in the following page.
Absorption of the commercial animal equations (u z ) yields equation (9) (9) where EBV is a vector of conventional EBV of nucleus animals (known from
is the coefficient matrix of the conventional mixed model equations when only information from nucleus animals is used (note that (I -P) / D1l (I -P) l a § equals the inverse of the relationship matrix of the nucleus animals).
Note also that the additions R'BR and R'b are the same as those in the MA-EBV equation (9) . Hence, if we obtain approximations for R'BR and R'b in equation (10) we can approximate equation (9) . We know the EBV and their accuracies, r i , which result from equation (10) . Let Given the approximated mixed model coefficient matrix of the nucleus animals after absorption of the commercial animals, M + A, an approximation of the right hand side of equation (10) , is obtained from:
where ARHS is an approximation of the term R'b in equation (10) . Since (11) and (12) which are due to terms that are linear in S ax , because the correct additions are still performed as all the animals contributing to S ax are evaluated. However, the additions to the QTL allele * QTL allele block of equation (11) , are due to second order terms of S ax , which implies that more off diagonal terms of the absorption matrix B have to be added. We will ignore these extra off diagonal terms of B, which are due to the second order terms of Sa,!, and perform the additions as described in equation (12) , which adds another level of approximation to this method.
In the above, the fixed effect structure of the nucleus animal data was ignored, but can be accounted for by absorbing the fixed effect equations into the equations of the nucleus animals, i.e. the matrix M would be the conventional mixed model coefficient matrix [8] in which it is assumed that if markers cannot trace the inheritance of QTL alleles from parent to offspring, then the QTL allele inherited is treated as equally likely to be either of the two alleles in the parent (the possibility that a segregation analysis of the marker data might improve this prediction, was ignored). The probability that the markers could not trace the inheritance of the QTL was assumed to be 0.1, which occurred in 158 instances in the nucleus. In these instances a new QTL effect was postulated and estimated. Including the 400 founder QTL effects (= 2 * 200 founder nucleus animals), the number of QTL effects of nucleus animals was 558. The commercial animals were not marker genotyped and so no QTL effects could be traced. If no equations were eliminated, this would result in 10 000 (= 2 * 5 000 commercial animals) commercial QTL effects. where SS is the sum of squares of the deviations of the left hand side from the right hand side of the equations; SST is the sum of squares of the solutions. The number of iterations needed to reach this convergence criterion is a (imperfect) measure of how easily the equations could be solved. This measure is not perfect because the solution vectors of both methods are not the same, and SS may be small while the solution vector is still far from the exact solution.
3. RESULTS Table II shows the results of the EBV calculations. Without any reduction in the number of equations, the total number of equations is: 16 558 (6 000 animal and 10 558 QTL effects). When the QTL equations of the commercial animals were eliminated, the number of equations was reduced by 10 000. In practice, this figure will often be much larger, because the commercial population will be much larger than in the simulation. Furthermore, the number of iterations that was needed to reach the convergence criterion, was smaller with the reduced set of equations. This suggests that the reduced set of equations was not any harder to solve than the original large set of equations. The Here, the situation was more complicated because the conventional EBV of the nucleus animal already contained the information of the commercial animals, which made it more difficult to determine the extra information.
The calculation of the MA-EBV using conventional EBV of commercial animals relies strongly on the accuracy of the conventional EBV. In the present simulation study, the accuracies were calculated by inversion of the conventional mixed model matrix, i.e. exact accuracies were used. In the case of a national evaluation of EBV, the number of equations is too large for direct inversion and the accuracies have been approximated. These approximations are often good (e.g. !9!). However, poor approximations of the accuracies of the conventional EBV will probably reduce the accuracies of the MA-EBV substantially. In any case, the method presented here seems to make as much use as possible of the conventional EBV of national evaluations to improve the accuracies of the MA-EBV of the nucleus animals.
